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This letter is in reference to the above docket concerning the energy conservation standards for direct heating equipment.
As a manufacturer of both direct vent gas fireplaces and gas log sets, I'd like to address a couple of the issues and DOE
assumptions as they relate to these products, our industry, and consumers.
1. The DOE seems to have developed a confused interpretation of vented gas fireplaces in relation to their scope of
intended use as well as the definition that various products are being relegated to. The DOE has deemed that a heaterrated (Z21.88) gas fireplace serves no decorative function, while a decorative gas fireplace (not tested to the Z21.88
standard) serves a dual decorative and heating function (page 43944 of the NOPR). Obviously, a product tested and
certified to a heating standard (higher efficiency) should be the one that "serves a dual function".
In either case, fireplaces are not typically purchased by a consumer (nor marketed by fireplace manufacturers) as a
primary source of heat, like a furnace, but rather as an aesthetic product which also helps to take the chill out of the
room. They therefore should not be placed into a standard requiring a certain efficiency level any more so than any other
aesthetic product in a home.
2. The DOE says that gas log sets "provide both heat and aesthetic appeal" (page 4945 of the NOPR). The heat portion of
this statement is completely false, and again not how the vented products are marketed or purchased. Consumers that
buy log sets are not buying for heat. If they wanted supplemental heat, they would purchase a fully enclosed gas
fireplace insert. The log sets are purchased because they look good, are easy to start/stop, require no clean-up of ashes,
and are relatively inexpensive. They simply provide a simulated wood fire (a wood fire in a masonry fireplace, by the way,
is completely inefficient when burned; burning gas does not alter that fact, but burns more cleanly).
As a manufacturer, we've already invested tens of thousands of dollars in the development and testing of the products, let
alone the jobs provided for by our purchasing of parts and raw materials from our suppliers. This investment and these
jobs go away with the new standards, since the vented gas log set cannot by its nature be made to be an efficient heater,
and the price-point and aesthetic of a fully-enclosed fireplace insert is not within the purview or interest of the gas log
purchaser.
Making a statute that gas log sets be heaters would in effect mean wiping out the vented gas log industry, would mean
more polluting masonry fireplaces burning wood; would deprive consumers of a much-desired option that's affordable
(hundreds of thousands bought each year); and of course would be an economic hardship to manufacturers, part
suppliers, and dealers of the products.
The conclusion for my letter is simple: the DOE is attempting to regulate something without an understanding of the
products themselves nor the markets they serve. To arbitrarily set up standards that have no basis in reality will
definitely adversely impact our industry as well as support industries (parts suppliers, manufacturing facilities, packaging
companies, etc), and will remove a product that continues to be extremely popular to the American consumer. Removing
these products will not benefit the economy, could have a negative impact on the environment (more woodburning in
inefficient masonry fireplaces), and denies an wanted and affordable product for consumers.
We as manufacturers are always trying to develop more efficient heaters. To do so will give us a competitive advantage in
the marketplace, which provides a great incentive in itself. Trying to force standards where they don't apply and can't
belong will not improve that effort. Conversely, it will negatively impact our financial position, removing investment
dollars for R&D and employment dollars for engineering, drafting, assembly, etc.
Thank you for your time on this matter. Please feel free to contact me via email or at the phone number below if you'd
like clarification or expansion on my comments.
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